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Combi-Line

Design your ceiling

Combi-Line is an unique innovative 
system that opens up the design 
possibilities for architects. The system’s 
carrier rail is fitted with a variety of clips  
that fit a mix of metal, wood grill  
and HeartFelt® panels, enabling the 
three different materials to be fitted on  
to a single carrier. 

Endless combinations are possible: 
ceilings with ruptured lines, random 
patterns - Play, Pause and Repeat -  
and open positions in the grid, non-standard 
modulation and the opportunity  
to mix and match ceiling panels of 
different materials.

Four colour combination proposals 
corresponding to four completely different 
styles, each with its own and unique 
colour and atmosphere image. The 
colour and material selections are relatively 
large, and that is not without reason. 
We like to inspire the architect and leave 
enough space for creativity. Each style 
group consists of a selection of materials, 
clarifying an atmosphere mood board and 
an example of a matching space where  
the product could be applied. 

Let yourself be inspired by the endless 
possibilities there are with Combi-Line 
and design your ceiling the way 
you always wanted.
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See the pattern
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Pattern : Play
Product : Veneered Wood + HeartFelt® + Metal 07



Think free
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Pattern : Pauze
Product : Metal + Veneered Wood + HeartFelt® 09



Modest Elegance

A style that matches interiors 
characterized by understated luxury.
Beautiful natural materials, matte 
finishes, earthy dark tones.
A rich appearance without frills.

Material choice: dark matt metal, 
luxurious wood types such as 
walnut and oak and deep dark 
HeartFelt® shades.

Veneer walnut HeartFelt® black Metal matt black HeartFelt®  
dark grey

Metal matt grey HeartFelt®  
middle grey

Veneer  
European Oak

7594 1883 7598 1585 7597
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Natural Purity
A style that matches a pure and 
natural interior. The total colour 
palette is inspired by various wood 
and umber shades.
It radiates softness and warmth.

Material choice: warm umber 
tones HeartFelt®, warm deep wood 
tones such as walnut and cherry, 
and even the metal in similar tones.

Veneer cherry Veneer walnut HeartFelt® umber HeartFelt®  
medium brown

Metal warm beige HeartFelt® creme Metal grey-white

05857579 7577 4648 7575
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Linear Minimalist 

A style that matches the sleek 
minimalist interior. Light and dark 
alternate, all shades between  
black and white are welcome. 
It is business-like, sleek, simple, 
monumental and very applicable.

Material choice: greyed shades of 
HeartFelt® combined with silver,
black and white metal.

Metal matt black HeartFelt® black HeartFelt® 
light grey

Metal metallic HeartFelt® white Metal matt white

759675941883 7163 7593 0181
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Soft Scandinavian

A style that now speaks for itself, 
the Scandinavian interior is no 
longer an exception but rather a 
constant. It is characterized by light 
colours and a soft yet business-like 
minimal appearance.

Material choice: light metallic 
colours interspersed with soft 
greyish HeartFelt® shades and  
light wood.

Veneer maple Veneer oak Veneer bamboo Metal moss green HeartFelt®  
light grey

HeartFelt® white Metal matt  
Scandinavian white

01790735 9596 7593
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Pattern : Repeat
Product : Veneered Wood18



Veneered Wood Panels

Metal Panels

HeartFelt® Panels
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More information
Contact our Project Support for further 
help and advice on the design possibilities 
our applications can create.

Tel.: +31 (0)10 - 486 99 11

Mail to:
info@hunterdouglasarchitectural.eu

Visit our website:
www.hunterdouglasarchitectural.eu



Hunter Douglas Architectural
Piekstraat 2
P.O. Box 5072 - 3008 AB  Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0)10 - 486 99 11
info@hunterdouglasarchitectural.eu
www.hunterdouglasarchitectural.eu

Designed  
to work for you


